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EAB INITIATIVE 1: PRME and SDGs 
BACKGROUND 
Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) is a global initiative supported by the 
United Nations for the purpose of raising the profile of sustainability issues while equipping today’s 
business students with the understanding and ability required to deliver change in a manner that 
balances economic goals with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
   
Out of 102 signatory colleges and universities across the United States, SPU’s SBGE is one of only 
five programs nationwide – and the only one on the West Coast – selected to participate at the 
highest designation of PRME CHAMPION. The responsibility of each PRME Champion during the 
2018-19 cycle is to take transformative action to integrate SDGs in the three key areas of 
curriculum, research, and partnership. 
 
By adopting PRME at SBGE, our graduates will be better prepared to meet the challenges and 
opportunities ahead as informed citizens and responsible professionals. In addition, SBGE’s 
designation as a PRME Champion can become a valuable point of distinction to attract incoming 
students – as well as young, diverse faculty members – who care deeply about issues of 
sustainability.  EAB’s supporting efforts in this area can therefore help create competitive 
advantage for SPU and SBGE.   
 
EAB OPPORTUNITY 
As an Executive Advisory Board, our goal is to partner with faculty to evaluate, enhance, and 
envision SBGE’s important work as a PRME Champion. Possibilities include: selecting one or more of 
the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (such as clean water, zero hunger, gender equality, and good 
health) to explore how cross-sector collaboration can drive solutions; acquire funding to create SDG 
platforms of engagement; explore how EAB members can bring SDGs into their workplaces; and 
consider development of a new center to support Faith and Business, Government and Civil Society. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 1.   What would a cross-sector collaboration look with an SDG?  With the components that 
 SBGE is teaching to – what business types are most useful?  For example, Goal 8 is to 
 Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
 employment and decent work for all. How can the EAB align to this? 
 
 2.  Part of SBGE’s responsibility as a PRME school is to integrate SDGs in key areas of 
 curriculum, research, and partnerships.  Do you know anyone who actively participates in 
 SDG’s in our city and surrounding communities? For example, LEED program at Microsoft or 
 Starbucks 
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EAB INITIATIVE 2: CENTER FOR INTEGRITY IN BUSINESS / FAITH & CO 
BACKGROUND 
Faith & Co. “Business on Purpose” is a 13-part documentary series developed by SPU’s Center for 
Integrity in Business. Faith & Co. was released in 2018 as a film series, as an open online course, and 
as a group study with an accompanying guide.  The goal of Faith & Co. is to use inspiring films about 
the struggles and triumphs of real people to provoke questions and provide insights about what it 
means to act as faithful followers of Christ in business.  Funding for this ground-breaking project 
was provided by an SPU alumnus and his family who understand the social benefit of sharing the 
Christian ideas and lessons introduced by SPU Provost and former SBGE Dean Jeff Van Duzer in his 
2010 book, “Why Business Matters to God”.  The same alumnus and his family recently committed 
significant additional funding that will extend the “Faith & ___” theme across additional 
disciplines at SPU. 
Like SBGE’s “PRME Champion” designation, Faith & Co. is another significant point of differentiation 
that clearly communicates our institutional values to prospective students, faculty, employers, 
community partners, and community members.  
The broader “Faith & __” platform has the potential to significantly expand the University’s reach, 
reputation, and message well beyond their current bounds.  
Center for Integrity in Business (CIB)  THE SBGE’s Strategic Plan reinforces CIB’s role as providing a 
platform for faith integration activities and programs.  Going forward CIB is seeking a group of CIB 
fellows who can act as mentors, advisors, and consultants to real world business issues from the 
Christian business persons perspectives. 
 
EAB OPPORTUNITY 
With EAB support, SBGE can better partner with the Center for Integrity in Business to enhance the 
reach and impact of Faith & Co. and potentially to collaborate across the University to expand the 
“Faith & ___” platform.  
Specific opportunities for EAB members may include: evaluating and streamlining current structures 
of the CIB, brainstorming paths forwards, exploring Faith & Business faculty fellowships and 
consulting engagements, establishing an on-going CIB Integrity in Business Award, and bringing 
thought leaders to campus.  
 
DISCUSSION: 

1.  CIB’s vision going forward requires a ‘big picture’ creation focused on strategy, rebranding 
to expand beyond integrity and ethics, increased marketing and the need for a solid base 
of funding.  What does the ‘big picture’ look like to you? 
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EAB INITIATIVE 3: AACSB ACCREDITATION 
BACKGROUND 
Since 2000, SBGE has been fully accredited by AACSB International (the Association to Advance 
Collegiate Schools of Business). This accreditation represents the highest standard of achievement 
for business schools worldwide. The vision of AACSB is to transform business education for global 
prosperity, based on the premise that business and business schools are a force for good, 
contributing to the world’s economy. 
In order to maintain AACSB accreditation, each school must undergo a rigorous peer review process 
every five years to ensure quality and continuous improvement.  The focus of SBGE’s 2019 
Accreditation review involves Impact, Innovation and Engagement.  
 
 
EAB OPPORTUNITY 
As an Executive Advisory Board, we have an opportunity to to support SBGE in preparing for the 
accreditation process, and to present our interactions as Advisory Board members with SBGE 
programs.  
Dean Stewart will invite several EAB members to serve on this team, based on members’ specific 
areas of expertise and engagement with SBGE.  
 
 
DISCUSSION: 
        1.   The AACSB Accreditation allows SPU to compete well with other universities.  How  can 
 this unique and prestigious qualification be used to leverage internships, future 
 employees in the Seattle area? 
 

2. This Accreditation requires a rigorous look at curriculums and continuous improvement.  
What is the market place looking for that can set SBGE students apart? 
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EAB INITIATIVE 4: MISSION ADVANCEMENT 
BACKGROUND 
Our Executive Advisory Board exists to support the mission and goals of SPU’s School of Business 
Government and Economics. Now in our 5th year of the newly formatted EAB, we are excited to 
refresh our vision of how EAB can support SBGE in increasingly meaningful ways. Through this 
Advocacy initiative in particular, we will take a renewed look at how EAB can contribute to 
promoting the vision and impact of SBGE beyond our campus.  
 
EAB OPPORTUNITY 
The purpose of this team will be to consider what effective SBGE advocacy could look like, to 
evaluate what’s possible, and to recommend a course of action. Specifically, the team will be asked 
to consider two ways we can strengthen advocacy for SBGE: first, by increasing our direct advocacy 
as individuals within our respective business and civic communities; and, second, by providing our 
collective financial support and strategic guidance to create a new SBGE Community Relations role.  
With respect to a possible Community Relations position, the team will consider the desirability, 
feasibility, sustainability, and duration of such a role. Preliminary ideas for position responsibilities 
may include:  

• engaging with employers and other community members on behalf of SBGE;  
• stewarding relationships with EAB members, leading to deeper involvement with SBGE;  
• partnering on and off campus to communicate the message of SBGE’s mission, impact, and 

competitive advantage; 
• becoming the subject matter expert on what other institutions are doing, and what we can 

learn from what they’re doing well;  
• working hand-in-glove with SBGE leadership to create and maintain an advocacy plan, with 

direct responsibility for coordinating execution of the plan.  

 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 1. What would a ‘community-engaged’ culture look like for SBGE faculty, administration, 
 students and the EAB? 
 
 2.  What could some of the first steps be as the EAB helps to shape and mobilize a 
 ‘community-engaged’ operating culture that ultimately advances SBGE’s mission? 
 
 


